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Abstract Since its introduction in 1954, the Soil Conservation Service curve number (SCS-CN) method
has become the standard tool, in practice, for estimating an event-based rainfall-runoff response. However,
because of its empirical origins, the SCS-CN method is restricted to certain geographic regions and land use
types. Moreover, it does not describe the spatial variability of runoff. To move beyond these limitations, we
present a new theoretical framework for spatially lumped, event-based rainfall-runoff modeling. In this
framework, we describe the spatially lumped runoff model as a point description of runoff that is upscaled
to a watershed area based on probability distributions that are representative of watershed heterogeneities.
The framework accommodates different runoff concepts and distributions of heterogeneities, and in doing
so, it provides an implicit spatial description of runoff variability. Heterogeneity in storage capacity and soil
moisture are the basis for upscaling a point runoff response and linking ecohydrological processes to runoff
modeling. For the framework, we consider two different runoff responses for fractions of the watershed
area: ‘‘prethreshold’’ and ‘‘threshold-excess’’ runoff. These occur before and after inﬁltration exceeds a stor-
age capacity threshold. Our application of the framework results in a new model (called SCS-CNx) that
extends the SCS-CN method with the prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff mechanisms and an implicit
spatial description of runoff. We show proof of concept in four forested watersheds and further that the
resulting model may better represent geographic regions and site types that previously have been beyond
the scope of the traditional SCS-CN method.
1. Introduction
Understanding and modeling the spatial variability of storm runoff at the watershed scale is fundamental to
ﬂood prediction, aquatic habitat location, soil erosion, and nonpoint source pollution [Sivapalan et al., 1990;
Naiman et al., 1992; Canton et al., 2011; Carpenter et al., 1998]. However, characterizing the spatial variability
of runoff remains a major challenge because of nonlinearities inherent in runoff generation (e.g., thresholds)
and the multiple hydrological states that result from the stochastic nature of rainfall and landscape hetero-
geneities [McDonnell et al., 2007; Bartlett et al., 2015; Ali et al., 2013; Mirus et al., 2011; Mirus and Loague,
2013]. Moreover, the spatial and temporal variability of runoff is perhaps the most poorly represented pro-
cess in ecohydrological soil moisture models [e.g., Rodrıguez-Iturbe and Porporato, 2004; Rigby and Porpor-
ato, 2006; Bartlett et al., 2015]. Linking the ecohydrological controls of soil moisture to spatial runoff values
is key to understanding nutrient, carbon, and other environmental ﬂuxes.
Spatially distributed hydrologic models have been used to describe runoff variability through a detailed
application of small-scale physics mapped explicitly to watershed heterogeneities [Ajami et al., 2004; Beven,
2012; Ivanov et al., 2004; Wigmosta et al., 1994; Paniconi and Putti, 2015]. While such approaches provide rea-
sonable results, fully distributed hydrological models are often complex with many parameters that require
numerous data sets for calibration [Sivakumar et al., 2013; Sivakumar and Singh, 2012; Semenova and Beven,
2015; Pathak et al., 2015; Fatichi et al., 2016]. For such reasons, hydrologists have resorted to spatially
lumped or semidistributed models with fewer parameters [e.g., Fenicia et al., 2011; Beven and Kirkby, 1979;
Lindstr€om et al., 1997; Clark et al., 2008].
Event-based models with spatially lumped variables are perhaps the least parametrically complex models.
Within this genus of models, the Soil Conservation Service (now the Natural Resources Conservation Service)
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curve number (SCS-CN) method is the most widely used in practice [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996; Beven, 2012,
p. 228]. The SCS-CN method is embedded in a variety of models, e.g., soil erosion, ﬂood control, and water
quality [Hawkins, 2014; Garen and Moore, 2005; Ponce and Hawkins, 1996; Beven, 2012, p. 228]. The SCS-CN
method predicts runoff from an expression for a rainfall-runoff curve that varies according to a single
parameter called the curve number (CN). The dimensionless CN parameter describes the antecedent poten-
tial water retention of a watershed [Hawkins, 2014]. The method has become widely used because the CN
value is tabulated for a variety of hydrologic conditions, land use types, and soil types. Consequently, these
CN tables make it easy to transfer GIS data into a rainfall-runoff model based on the SCS-CN method [Beven,
2012, p. 229].
While useful in practice, the SCS-CN method is limited by its empirical origins [Beven, 2012; Ponce and Hawkins,
1996; Garen and Moore, 2005; Hawkins, 2014]. Developed from regional data mostly from agricultural sites in
the Midwest region of the United States [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996], the SCS-CN method cannot be readily
transferred to site types or regions outside the Midwest (although many studies around the world continue to
do so). The SCS-CN method performs well in humid and subhumid regions for ﬁrst-order and second-order
watersheds, but it performs only fairly for rangeland sites and poorly for forested sites [Tedela et al., 2011;
Ponce and Hawkins, 1996]. This poor performance likely reﬂects contrasting runoff mechanisms between agri-
cultural and forested watersheds, the latter of which may be dominated by subsurface stormﬂow [Watson and
Luxmoore, 1986]. The SCS-CN method also lacks a description of the spatial variability of runoff. Consequently,
applications of the SCS-CN method have assumed a homogeneous watershed with a spatially uniform runoff
process [Hawkins, 1982; Garen and Moore, 2005]. When SCS-CN runoff is applied uniformly over a watershed,
signiﬁcant errors can and do occur in the calculations of erosion, pollutant loading, and the source area of run-
off [Garen and Moore, 2005]. With the exception of Steenhuis et al. [1995] who discussed the runoff source
area, the theoretical derivations of the SCS-CN method [e.g., Yu, 1998; Schaake et al., 1996; Mishra and Singh,
1999] have focused almost exclusively on the average (lumped) runoff total without addressing the role of
the spatial variability of antecedent soil moisture, multiple runoff mechanisms, runoff source areas, or the spa-
tial variability of runoff over an area [Garen and Moore, 2005; Hawkins, 1982].
To move beyond the limitations of the SCS-CN method, we present a new theoretical framework that pro-
vides a quantitative basis for a spatially lumped event-based rainfall-runoff response. This framework has a
probabilistic basis in a spatial distribution of water storage that is derived from distributions of spatially het-
erogeneous variables such as soil moisture. The framework uses the distribution of water storage to upscale
a point description of the rainfall-runoff response to a watershed area, thus providing a probability density
function (PDF) that characterizes the spatial variability of runoff and runoff type, where the spatial average
is the ‘‘runoff curve,’’ i.e., an expression for a rainfall-runoff relationship that is analogous to the SCS-CN
method. This upscaling of soil moisture and rainfall-runoff patterns links ecohydrological processes to tradi-
tional SCS-CN runoff modeling. Following this framework, one may derive an event-based, spatially lumped
model (e.g., SCS-CN method) based on a speciﬁc runoff response concept (i.e., mechanism of water delivery
to the stream) and spatial distributions of watershed variables, e.g., rainfall, soil moisture, and storage
capacity. Here we use this probabilistic storage (ProStor) framework to create a model (called SCS-CNx) that
extends the traditional SCS-CN method with a quantitative spatial characterization of runoff variability and
a new representation of the runoff response via thresholds.
We start by reviewing the traditional SCS-CN method (section 2). In section 3, we outline the new theoretical
ProStor framework for deﬁning spatially lumped event-based rainfall-runoff models. Using the framework,
we outline a new model that is speciﬁc to a runoff description based on thresholds (section 4). By assuming
speciﬁc distributions of watershed variables, we then deﬁne a new event-based model, which we name the
SCS-CNx method (section 5). We discuss how the SCS-CNx method has functionality that extends beyond
the limitations of the traditional SCS-CN method (section 5). We compare the new SCS-CNx method and the
traditional SCS-CN method runoff curves to the data of four forested watersheds and then discuss the
results (section 6).
2. The Traditional SCS-CN Method
First introduced in 1954 [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996; Rallison and Miller, 1982; USDA National Resources Conservation
Service, 2004], the SCS-CN method is an empirical approach based on approximately 20 years of rainfall-runoff
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data [Yuan et al., 2001]. Most of these data were collected from small (less than 3 km2) experimental watersheds
and plots that were mostly agricultural sites in the Midwestern United States [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996]. The gen-
eral form of the SCS-CNmethod is
Q5
0 for 0  R < I
ðR2IÞ2
R2I1S
I  R < 1;
8>><
>>:
(1)
where R is the rainfall depth, Q is the runoff depth,I is the initial abstraction depth, and S is the antecedent
potential retention depth (all per unit area) [USDA National Resources Conservation Service, 2004]. Contrary
to the typically SCS-CN method description, where S is labeled as the maximum potential retention, we
refer to S as the antecedent potential retention to reﬂect that S is a dynamic value that changes between
storm events.
The initial abstraction, I , represents an amount of rainfall that is retained in the watershed storage as
interception, inﬁltration, and surface storage before runoff begins [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996]. By convention,
the initial abstraction is a fraction of the antecedent potential retention, i.e.,
I5lS; (2)
where l is the initial abstraction ratio. The standard value is l50:2 but a value of l50:05 is considered to
be more realistic [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996; Yuan et al., 2001; USDA National Resources Conservation Service,
2004; Woodward et al., 2002].
The antecedent potential retention S is deﬁned by the dimensionless CN parameter, i.e.,
S5
25; 400
CN
2254; (3)
where 25,400 and 254 are in units of millimeters. While the curve number theoretically may vary between 0
and 100, practical values are typically in the range of 40–98 [Ponce and Hawkins, 1996]. Tables provide a CN
according to soil type, hydrologic condition, antecedent moisture condition, and land use [e.g., USDA
National Resources Conservation Service, 2004].
3. Framework for Spatially Lumped, Event-Based Rainfall-Runoff Response
We assume that the watershed spatial heterogeneities can be implicitly represented by probability distribu-
tions. For simplicity, here we consider heterogeneous values of the soil moisture deﬁcit, c, and water storage
capacity, w; however, in general, the framework could be expanded to include other heterogeneous varia-
bles that affect the water storage capacity, w, e.g., biotic variables such as root density or abiotic variables
such as bedrock topography. Since any combination of variables results in a storage quantity, we call this a
probabilistic storage (ProStor) framework. For a storm event, we assume each watershed point consists of a
water storage capacity, w, with a soil moisture deﬁcit, c, that is forced by a pulse of rainfall, R (Figure 1).
Note that the soil moisture deﬁcit, c, is a value between 0 and 1, and each point also may be considered in
terms of the complementary relative soil moisture, i.e., x512c.
The rainfall pulse, R, represents a cumulative value for the storm duration, and thus the temporal dynamics
of the storm are lumped. These lumped rainfall values are thus instantaneous inputs that increase soil mois-
ture. It is reasonable to simplify storm events to lumped, instantaneous moisture inputs of rainfall because
the moisture outputs, e.g., evapotranspiration, occur at a time scale that is much longer than the storm
duration. For each storm event, the lumped rainfall values vary spatially over the watershed according to
the PDF pRðRÞ and the unit area rainfall depth is the average R5
Ð1
0 R pRðRÞdR.
The water storage capacity, w, is static in time and represents the maximum depth of soil water that may be
detained at a point. Before rainfall increases the stored soil water depth to the water storage capacity, i.e.,
x< 1, certain watershed points may produce prethreshold runoff with a magnitude that varies with x (Fig-
ure 1). Otherwise, when rainfall increases the soil water depth to capacity, i.e., x5 1, rainfall spills as
threshold-excess runoff (Figure 1). The storage capacity, w, may vary spatially because of the plant rooting
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2015WR018439
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depth, surface topography, bedrock
topography, bedrock permeability, or
the depth to the groundwater table
[e.g., Hopp and McDonnell, 2009]. The
spatial variability of w is given by the
PDF pwðwÞ, and the unit area storage
capacity of the watershed is the aver-
age w5
Ðwmax
0 wpwðwÞdw, where wmax
is the largest point storage capacity in
the watershed.
The antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit, c,
represents the fraction of w that is
empty prior to the storm event (Figure
1). Before the storm, the empty spare
depth of storage is given by the ante-
cedent potential retention, S5cw (Fig-
ure 1), where Smax5wmax cmax is the
greatest point value found in the
watershed area. The spatial variability
of c is characterized by the PDF pcðcÞ,
and the average c5
Ð 1
0 cpcðcÞdc indi-
cates the global deﬁcit in watershed
storage that may detain rainfall. A fully
saturated watershed where no water
inﬁltrates, i.e., c50, will detain zero
rainfall, whereas a completely dry
watershed, i.e., c51, will detain rainfall. Watershed saturation is often described in terms of the complemen-
tary average relative soil moisture x512c . For a list of variables and parameters, see Table 1.
3.1. Runoff Variability PDF and Average Runoff
For each storm event, the spatial variability of the system can be represented by a joint PDF. Here we
assume the joint PDF is of runoff, Q, and R, c, and w, i.e.,
pQRcwðQ; R; c;wÞ5pQjRcwðQjR; c;wÞpRcwðR; c;wÞ: (4)
More general forms of this PDF may include additional variables such as rainfall intensity or soil porosity. In
an event-based representation, the rainfall-runoff response at a watershed point is assumed to be a deter-
ministic function of variables from the joint PDF, i.e.,
Q5QðR; c;wÞ; (5)
and in general, this function could be
expanded to additional variables if
they are included in the joint PDF of
equation (4). Because of the determin-
istic rainfall-runoff response, the PDF of
Q conditional on R, c, and w is a point
mass of probability,
pQjRcwðQjR; c;wÞ5dðQðR; c;wÞ2QÞ;
(6)
where dðÞ is the Dirac delta function.
In contrast to a continuous probability
distribution, a point mass indicates
that only one value of Q occurs for a
 ,llafnia
R
R
w
Prethreshold
runoff,Q
Threshold-excess
runoff, Q
Antecedent
potential
retention
S=cw
St
or
ag
e yticapac 
t
p
Figure 1. Schematic of a watershed point consisting of the storage capacity, w,
where the antecedent potential retention, S5c w, indicates the spare depth of
storage that depends on the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit, c. Rainfall, R, causes
threshold-excess runoff, Qt, when the water content equals the storage capacity,
but before the storage capacity threshold of some watershed points, rainfall also
initiates ‘‘prethreshold’’ runoff, Qp.
Table 1. Variables and Parametersa
Symbol Description
R Storm event rainfall depth at a point
w Water storage capacity depth at a point
c Antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit at a point, ð12xÞ
x Antecedent soil moisture at a point, ð12cÞ
S Antecedent potential retention at a point, S5cw
l Initial abstraction ratio; see equation (2)
Ft Fraction of watershed with threshold-excess runoff
Q Storm event runoff depth at a point
Qp Prethreshold runoff depth at a point over ð12FtÞ
Qt Threshold-excess runoff depth at a point over Ft
b Fraction of watershed with nonzero prethreshold runoff
PI Prethreshold runoff index, PI5bð12cÞ
aVariables in the text with an overline bar indicate a spatial average (unit
area) depth value, e.g., for the point rainfall depth, R, the average (unit area)
value is denoted by R . All values have dimensions of length except c, x, l, b, PI,
and Ft, which are dimensionless.
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given R, c, and w. Thus, equation (6) states that with probability of 1, Q assumes the value of the RHS of
equation (5).
For each storm event, the joint PDF pRcwðR; c;wÞ represents the spatial variation of R, c, and w over the
watershed area. In terms of R and c, the PDF pRcwðR; c;wÞ may vary for each storm, however, in terms of w,
the PDF is static in time. Here we reasonably assume that rainfall, R, is statistically independent from both
the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit, c, and storage capacity, w, so equation (4) becomes
pQRcwðQ; R; c;wÞ5dðQðR; c;wÞ2QÞpRðRÞpcwðc;wÞ: (7)
The runoff PDF is the marginal PDF of pQRcwðQ; R; c;wÞ, i.e.,
pQðQÞ5
ðwmax
0
ð1
0
ð1
0
pQRcwðQ; R; c;wÞdRdcdw: (8)
In equation (8), integration over the delta function, which results from equation (7), is performed using the
property presented in Appendix E.
The cumulative distribution function (CDF), PQðQÞ, is equal to the fraction of watershed area, F, where runoff
is less than or equal to Q. Conversely, the inverse CDF (quantile function),
Q5P21Q ðFÞ; (9)
gives the maximum value of runoff, Q, found within the fraction of watershed area, F.
The average runoff for the watershed area is
Q5
ð1
0
QpQðQÞdQ; (10)
which is also the runoff depth on a unit area basis. Equation (10) provides what is typically referred to as the
‘‘runoff curve.’’
3.2. The PDF for the Antecedent Soil Moisture Deficit and Storage Capacity
The joint PDF of c and w is given by
pcwðc;wÞ5pcjwðcjwÞpwðwÞ; (11)
where pcjwðcjwÞ is the conditional PDF for the distribution of the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit. The PDF
pcjwðcjwÞ arises from local effects, e.g., evapotranspiration and soil type, and the nonlocal effect of lateral
moisture redistribution.
In perhaps the simplest approach, we approximate pcwðc;wÞ with the PDF
p^cwðc;w; cÞ5p^cjwðcjw; cÞpwðwÞ; (12)
where pcjwðcjwÞ is now represented by the new form p^cjwðcjw; cÞ where the parameters (e.g., shape and
location) are deﬁned in terms of c . We assume the PDF p^cjwðcjw; cÞ is unique to the physical characteristics
of a watershed, e.g., bedrock and surface topography and preferential ﬂow arrangements. Through these
characteristics, changes in c directly correspond to changes in the strength of the local and nonlocal effects
that alter the distribution of the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit. [Western et al., 1999, 2004; Yeakley et al.,
1998]. The only restriction on equation (12) is that it must satisfy the self-consistent condition
c5
ð1
0
ðwmax
0
cp^cjwðcjw; cÞpwðwÞdwdc: (13)
The PDF p^cjwðcjw; cÞ may incorporate complex relationships between the spatial distribution of the ante-
cedent soil moisture deﬁcit and the watershed average c . For example, the functional form of the PDF could
account for multiple modes in the soil moisture deﬁcit distribution under different average conditions [e.g.,
Ryu and Famiglietti, 2005], and the functional dependence of PDF parameters on c could model the hystere-
sis in the variability of the soil moisture deﬁcit [e.g., Ivanov et al., 2010; Fatichi et al., 2015].
The most basic assumption for p^cjwðcjw; cÞ is that each point value of c is equal to the watershed average c .
For this assumption, p^cjwðcjw; cÞ becomes the independent distribution p^cðc; cÞ5dðc2cÞ, where the Dirac
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2015WR018439
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delta function dðÞ indicates that c is equal to c with probability 1. This basic case will be discussed in sec-
tion 5, and it may be representative of the small experimental watersheds that are the basis of the SCS-CN
method.
4. Rainfall-Runoff Model
Following the ProStor framework described in section 3, we now develop an event-based model by assum-
ing speciﬁc point rainfall-runoff responses for equation (5). The resulting model is general to any assump-
tions for pRðRÞ and p^cwðc;w; cÞ.
4.1. Point Rainfall-Runoff Response
The watershed is conceptualized as two areas, each with a unique description of the rainfall-runoff response
based on a storage capacity threshold. Over the fraction of area b, runoff is assumed to occur both before
and after inﬁltration exceeds the storage capacity threshold (Figure 2a, black line), i.e.,
Q1ðR; c;wÞ5
Rx for 0  R < cw
12bx
R2cw
12x
12bx
cw
12bx
 R < 1:
8>><
>>:
(14)
The ‘‘prethreshold’’ runoff, Rx , is controlled by the watershed wetness, represented by the average anteced-
ent soil moisture x . As x increases, the runoff ﬂow increases as larger soil pores ﬁll and connect to thus
expand the ﬂow network capacity to transmit prethreshold runoff to the stream [Sidle et al., 2000; Kim et al.,
2005; Lin, 2012].
Over the complementary fraction of watershed area, 12b, runoff is assumed to occur only when inﬁltration
exceeds the storage capacity threshold (Figure 2b, black line), i.e.,
Q2ðR; c;wÞ5
0 for 0  R < cw
12bx
R2
cw
12bx
cw
12bx
 R < 1:
8>><
>>:
(15)
In both equations (14) and (15), the rainfall amount for threshold-excess runoff, cw12bx , accounts for lateral
moisture redistribution by assuming inﬁltration at each point is equal to rainfall minus the spatial average
of prethreshold runoff over the watershed, i.e., R2bRx . When R5 cw12bx , the inﬁltration amount, R2bRx ,
equals the antecedent potential retention, c w. Because of this lateral moisture redistribution from the frac-
tion of area 12b to the fraction of area b, the soil moisture deﬁcit is the same for points in both areas that
are adjacent to each other.
Figure 2. The rainfall-runoff response at a point (black line) for (a) Q1ðR; c;wÞ of equation (14) for the fraction of area b and (b) Q2ðR; c;wÞ of equation (15) for the fraction of area 12b.
In both cases, the threshold-excess occurs when the rainfall amount exceeds R5ðc wÞ=ð12bxÞ for which inﬁltration at a point (gray line), Y5R2bQ1ðR; c;wÞ2ð12bÞQ2ðR; c;wÞ, equals
the antecedent potential retention, c w. Cases are shown for x50:3.
Water Resources Research 10.1002/2015WR018439
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4.2. Lumped Rainfall-Runoff Response
The previously deﬁned rainfall-runoff responses are substituted into equation (7) to ﬁnd the corresponding
PDFs pQ1RcwðQ; R; c;wÞ and pQ2RcwðQ; R; c;wÞ. Because each PDF represents a mutually exclusive area, the
PDF for the entire watershed, pQRcwðQ; R; c;wÞ, is equal to the weighted sum bpQ1RcwðQ; R; c;wÞ1
ð12bÞpQ2RcwðQ; R; c;wÞ, i.e.,
pQRcwðQ; R; c;wÞ5
b dðRx2QÞpRðRÞp^cwðc;w; cÞ for 0  R <
cw
12bx
1ð12bÞ dðQÞpRðRÞp^cwðc;w; cÞ
b d R2cw
12x
12bx
2Q
 
pRðRÞp^cwðc;w; cÞ
cw
12bx
 R < 1:
1ð12bÞd R2 cw
12bx
2Q
 
pRðRÞp^cwðc;w; cÞ
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
(16)
The terms for 0  R < cw12bx describe the watershed region of prethreshold runoff production where the
delta function, dðQÞ, represents the discrete atom of probability for zero runoff. The terms for cw12bx  R < 1
describe the region of threshold-excess runoff.
The fraction of watershed area that produces threshold-excess runoff is found by integrating pRðRÞp^cwðc;w; cÞ
over the range cw12bx  R < 1, i.e.,
Ft5
ðwmax
0
ð1
0
ð1
cw
12bx
pRðRÞp^cwðc;w; cÞdRdcdw: (17)
For the complementary fraction of watershed area, 12Ft , prethreshold runoff occurs over the fraction of
area ð12FtÞb but is zero over the fraction of area ð12FtÞð12bÞ. Note that the total fraction of the watershed
producing runoff is equal to Ft1ð12FtÞb.
The PDF of runoff, pQðQÞ, is the weighted sum of the PDFs for prethreshold runoff, pQpðQÞ, and threshold-
excess runoff, pQt ðQÞ, i.e.,
pQðQÞ5ð12FtÞpQpðQÞ1FtpQt ðQÞ: (18)
The fraction of area 12Ft is the normalization constant for the prethreshold runoff PDF, i.e.,
pQpðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
b
12Ft
1
x
pR
Q
x
 ðwmax
0
ð1
Q
w
ð12bx Þ
x
p^cwðc;w; cÞdcdw
 !
; (19)
where 0 < Q < Smax x12bx
 
. In equation (19), the delta function represents an atom of probability for zero runoff
over the fraction of area 12b, while the continuous PDF in the second term represents prethreshold runoff
variability over the fraction of area b (see Figure 3). Likewise, the fraction of area Ft, is the normalization con-
stant for the threshold-excess runoff PDF, i.e.,
pQt ðQÞ5
1
Ft
 
ð12bÞ
ðwmax
0
ð1
0
pR Q1
cw
12bx
 
p^cwðc;w; cÞdcdw
1b
ðwmax
0
ð1
0
pR Q1cw
12x
12bx
 
p^cw c;w; cð Þdcdw;
2b
ðwmax
0
ð1
Q
w
ð12bx Þ
x
pR Q1cw
12x
12bx
 
p^cw c;w; cð Þdcdw
!
;
(20)
where 0  Q < 1. The ﬁrst term represents the variability of threshold-excess runoff for the fraction of area
12b, while the second and third terms collectively represent the fraction of area b (see Figure 3). While the
ﬁrst and second terms are for runoff between 0  Q < 1, the third term is for runoff between
0  Q < Smax x12bx .
The average unit area runoff is the weighted sum of the average prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff,
i.e.,
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Q5ð12FtÞ
ðSmax x
12bx
0
QpQpðQÞdQ1Ft
ð1
0
QpQt ðQÞdQ; (21)
where for b5 0, the ﬁrst term is zero because pQpðQÞ5dðQÞ.
5. The Extended SCS-CN Method (SCS-CNx)
Starting from the model expressions of the previous section, we derive an extended SCS-CN method (SCS-
CNx) by assuming speciﬁc distributions of pRðRÞ and p^ðc;w; cÞ. We assume the spatial distribution of rainfall
is exponential, i.e.,
pRðRÞ5 1R e
2R=R ; (22)
and past studies have used the same PDF form to derive the SCS-CN method [Yu, 1998; Schaake et al.,
1996]. The exponential distribution has been used to describe rainfall variability in the grid cells of climate
models and large-scale hydrologic models [Thomas and Henderson-Sellers, 1991; Liang et al., 1996; Tang
et al., 2007; Sivapalan et al., 1997; Shuttleworth, 1988; Arnell, 2014, p. 279] and also has been shown to be
suitable for representing the rainfall variability over small watersheds of about 40 km2 [Schaake et al., 1996].
In addition, we consider the limiting case of spatially homogeneous antecedent soil moisture and assume
p^cwðc;w; cÞ is represented by
p^cwðc;w; cÞ5p^cðc; cÞpwðwÞ5d c2cð Þ
1
w
e2w=w ; (23)
where 0  w < 1. The independent soil moisture deﬁcit PDF, p^cðc; cÞ, is the point mass of probability d c2cð Þ.
This point mass speciﬁes zero spatial variability in the soil moisture deﬁcit because it indicates that each point in
the watershed experiences the average watershed soil moisture deﬁcit, i.e., c5c . The PDF d c2cð Þ may roughly
represent the small experimental watersheds (<3 km2) that are the basis of the SCS-CN method because smaller
watersheds typically show less spatial variability in the soil moisture deﬁcit [Famiglietti et al., 2008; Rodriguez-
Iturbe et al., 1995]. The PDF d c2cð Þ also may approximate watersheds where vegetation homogenizes soil mois-
ture and acts to destroy spatial variability [Ivanov et al., 2010; Teuling and Troch, 2005]. The PDF pwðwÞ is typically
unknown for a watershed, and the exponential distribution of equation (23) represents the most conservative
probabilistic model according to the theory of maximum entropy [e.g., Jaynes and Bretthorst, 2003].
5.1. Fraction of Area With Threshold-Excess Runoff
Using these assumptions for pRðRÞ and p^cwðc;w; cÞ, the fraction of area with threshold-excess runoff by the
end of the storm event is
Ft5
Rð12bð12cÞÞ
c w1Rð12bð12cÞÞ ; (24)
based on equation (17) where c and b are
parameters characterizing antecedent condi-
tions. This fraction of area varies with the aver-
age rainfall amount: as R approaches inﬁnity, Ft
approaches 1, and conversely, when R is 0, Ft is
also 0. Increasing the fraction of area b
decreases the fraction of area with threshold-
excess runoff (Figure 4a). Ft also decreases
when c increases (Figure 4b). The Ft of equation
(24) is smaller than the form derived by Steen-
huis et al. [1995]; see Figure 4a and Appendix A.
5.2. Runoff PDF
Following equation (18), the runoff PDF, i.e.,
Figure 3. For the terms of equations (19) and (20) that represent the frac-
tion of area b, the threshold-excess region of integration (white) and the
prethreshold region of integration (gray) for b50:35; x50:8, and wmax5
200 mm. The boundary between the two regions (dashed line) is given by
the runoff response of equation (14) when R5ðc wÞ=ð12bxÞ.
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pQðQÞ5ð12bÞð12FtÞdðQÞ1b e
2Q 1ð12Ft Þð12c ÞR
Rð12cÞ
1ð12bÞFt 1R e
2QR1be2
Q
R ð12ð12cÞbÞ 12e
2Qc
2 w1Rð12ð12c ÞbÞ
c w ð12c ÞR
c2 w1Rð12ð12cÞbÞ ;
(25)
is the weighted sum of respective PDFs for prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff (see Appendix B). The
ﬁrst and second terms of equation (25) represent the variability of prethreshold runoff, while the third and
fourth terms collectively represent the variability of threshold-excess runoff. The prethreshold runoff con-
tributes to the bulk of the probability density for smaller runoff values and includes an atom for the discrete
probability of zero runoff (Figure 5, dashed line and black bar). For larger runoff values, the bulk of the prob-
ability density is attributed to threshold-excess runoff (Figure 5, gray line).
5.3. Average Runoff (the Runoff Curve)
The main result of the SCS-CNx method is the average unit area runoff,
Q5
R21ðS2RÞRPI
S1Rð12PIÞ
; (26)
where Q > 0 for any R; S5c w is the average antecedent potential retention, and PI5bð12cÞ is the pre-
threshold runoff index. For a watershed of area A, the total runoff volume is A Q. Following equation (21),
equation (26) is the weighted sum of the average prethreshold runoff, Qp, and the average threshold-excess
runoff, Qt (see Appendix B). As PI increases,
prethreshold runoff signiﬁcantly increases
the total runoff for small rainfall events (Fig-
ure 6). However, for larger rainfall events, the
threshold-excess runoff accounts for the
majority of the total runoff (Figure 6). For
both small and large storms, runoff increases
signiﬁcantly when c is reduced (Figure 6).
When b5 0 (PI5 0), equation (26) simpliﬁes
to the traditional SCS-CN method curve
(equation (1)) without the initial abstraction
term, i.e.,
Q5R Ft5
R2
S1R
: (27)
Equation (27) is simply the product of the
average rainfall, R , and the fraction of area
Figure 4. Equation (24) fraction of area with threshold-excess runoff, Ft, as a function of the average rainfall, R , when w5240 mm for (a) different fractions of the prethreshold area, b,
when c50:4, and (b) different average antecedent soil moisture deﬁcits, c , when b50:5. For the SCS-CN method of equation (27) when b5 0, the Ft suggested by Steenhuis et al. [1995]
(dashed line) is greater than the Ft of equation (24) when b5 0 (see Appendix A).
Figure 5. The spatial runoff PDF of equation (25) consists of a continuous
distribution (black line) and an atom of probability for the discrete proba-
bility of zero runoff (black bar). The PDF is the weighted prethreshold run-
off PDF of equation (B4) with the atom of probability for zero runoff
(dashed line and black bar for PðQ50Þ50:42), i.e., ð12FtÞpQp ðQÞ, plus
the weighted threshold-excess runoff PDF (gray line) of equation (B5),
i.e., FtpQt ðQÞ. PDFs shown for values of w5240 mm, c50:2; b50:4, and
R530 mm.
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with threshold saturation, Ft. In this case, the
average rainfall is the average threshold-
excess runoff, i.e., Qt5R (see equation (B7)).
Traditionally, the SCS-CN method is derived
from the assumption that the ratio Q=R is
equal to the ratio ðR2QÞ=S [e.g., Ponce and
Hawkins, 1996]. The new derivation shows
that this assumption results from point val-
ues of exponentially distributed rainfall, R,
exceeding point values of exponentially dis-
tributed antecedent potential retention (i.e.,
S5cw). For an analysis of the sensitivity of
average runoff to average rainfall, see
Appendix A.
5.4. Examining the Spatial Variability
of Runoff
To examine runoff variability, we use the
quantile functions of the prethreshold and
threshold-excess runoff PDFs. The quantile function equals the maximum value of runoff found within a
fraction of the watershed area, F. For F from 0 to 1, the quantile functions show the variability of the runoff
depth over the watershed. Here we consider two watersheds areas: (1) the fraction of area between 0 and
Ft where threshold-excess runoff occurs and (2) the fraction of area between Ft and 1 where prethreshold
runoff occurs (Figure 7).
For the fraction of area with threshold-excess runoff, i.e., 0  F  Ft , the quantile function,
Qt5P
21
Qt
F
Ft
 
; (28)
is given by the inverse of equation (C3) CDF in Appendix C. For this fraction of area between 0 and Ft, Figure
7 shows the variability of the threshold-excess runoff depth. For the fraction of area with prethreshold run-
off, i.e., Ft < F  1, the quantile function,
Qp5P
21
Qp
F2Ft
12Ft
 
; (29)
is given by equation (C4) in Appendix C. The prethreshold runoff is zero over the fraction of area between Ft
and Ft1ð12FtÞð12bÞ, but the prethreshold runoff is a variable depth over the fraction of area between
Ft1ð12FtÞð12bÞ and 1 (Figure 7). The overall proﬁle of runoff variability for the watershed (Figure 7) may be
viewed as the combination of the threshold-excess runoff proﬁle of equation (28) over Ft and the prethreshold
runoff proﬁle of equation (29) over 12Ft (Figure 7).
For a fraction of the watershed, F, the average (unit area) runoff is the area between 0 and F under the pro-
ﬁle curves of equations (28) and (29) (see Figure 7). As the fraction, F, increases from 0 to 1, the cumulative
area under the runoff proﬁles approaches the average, Q, that is representative of the entire watershed (Fig-
ure 7, black line, right axis). For example, for a storm event with average rainfall of R561 mm (Figure 7), the
average runoff for the watershed area, Q530:6 mm, is the area under the threshold-excess proﬁle of runoff,
which is Qt Ft where Qt572:3 mm and Ft50:32, plus the area under the prethreshold proﬁle of runoff,
which is Qp ð12FtÞ where Qp511:3 mm. In Figure 7, the runoff proﬁle curves of equations (28) and (29)
have also been represented as averages for each of 10 equal partitions of the threshold-excess and pre-
threshold runoff areas.
6. Discussion
6.1. How the Framework Complements and Compares With the Traditional SCS-CN Method
The SCS-CN method is the standard spatially lumped procedure for event-based rainfall-runoff prediction.
While the SCS-CN method is a simple and transparent procedure for runoff prediction, the method has
Figure 6. The average runoff, Q (solid lines) of equation (26), versus aver-
age rainfall, R . The average runoff is the total of the weighted average
threshold-excess runoff, Ft Qt (dashed lines) of equation (B7), and the
weighted average prethreshold runoff, ð12FtÞQp of equation (B6). Cases
shown for an average antecedent soil moisture deﬁcits of c50:3 (black
lines) and c50:9 (gray lines) where in both cases b50:5 and w5240 mm.
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several shortcomings and thus many recent
calls have been made for rethinking the
approach [Hawkins, 2014]. Nevertheless, it
has been applied well beyond its original
intended use and is found in water quality,
sediment erosion, and environmental impact
models [Garen and Moore, 2005; Beven,
2012]. These models are applied across a
variety of watersheds even though the
empirical origins of the SCS-CN method
restrict its application to speciﬁc geographic
regions and watershed types. Equally prob-
lematic is that the SCS-CN method provides
a spatially uniform runoff quantity, which
may produce erroneous results for spatially
variable runoff-mediated processes such as
erosion [Garen and Moore, 2005].
Our new theoretical framework enables the
construction of spatially lumped event-
based models based on an assumed rainfall-runoff response at a point and a joint PDF that describes the
spatial variability of the watershed system for a storm event. From this PDF, one can then derive the spatial
variability of runoff as well as the average runoff value, i.e., the so-called ‘‘runoff curve.’’ The theoretical
framework assumes that (1) rainfall is statistically independent from soil moisture, (2) the rainfall-runoff
response at a point is described by a deterministic function of the watershed variables, and (3) the PDF of
the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit, pcjwðcjwÞ, may be linked to the average c through the approximation
p^cjwðcjw; cÞ of equation (12).
While the assumption of statistically independent rainfall may be reasonable for small watersheds, at the
regional scale some studies have shown a correlation between soil moisture and rainfall [D’Odorico and Por-
porato, 2004]. In addition, in mountainous regions, rainfall may be correlated with elevation. In such instan-
ces, the rainfall-runoff response could be probabilistic. Such an assumption necessitates that the
deterministic rainfall-runoff response described by the point mass of probability of equation (6) be replaced
with a PDF description for a distribution representing a variable runoff quantity for given watershed varia-
bles. Though we assume a very simple functional dependence between the PDF p^cjwðcjw; cÞ and the aver-
age watershed value c , in reality, the functional dependency may represent more complex behavior such as
a hysteresis of the soil moisture deﬁcit variability with ﬂuctuating c .
Following the ProStor framework, we created the new SCS-CNx method by assuming the rainfall-runoff
responses of equations (14) and (15) and the unique distributions of pRðRÞ and p^cwðc;w; cÞ of equations
(22) and (23), respectively. The traditional SCS-CN method has a basis in the data from small experimental
watersheds. Likewise, the PDFs used to derive the SCS-CNx method are most applicable to smaller water-
sheds. The PDF p^cwðc;w; cÞ of equation (23) assumes homogeneous soil moisture over the watershed, while
the rainfall PDF of equation (22) is most suitable for watersheds less than 40 km2. However, these distribu-
tions also may hold for larger watersheds where vegetation homogenizes the spatial variability of soil mois-
ture and where storm event rainfall typically is widespread and not patchy in distribution. According to the
rainfall-runoff response of equations (14) and (15), the model now includes prethreshold runoff and
threshold-excess runoff. When the prethreshold runoff is zero (b5 0), the new SCS-CNx method reduces to
the traditional SCS-CN method.
Existing studies have alluded to the prethreshold and threshold-excess runoff mechanisms [e.g., Bartlett
et al., 2015; McMillan et al., 2014, Figures 6 and 7] and further studies are needed to quantify the threshold-
excess and prethreshold runoff components of a storm event. Such studies may account for the threshold-
excess runoff from both the hillslope and adjacent saturated riparian areas and thus allow for a quantiﬁca-
tion of the prethreshold runoff component. The prethreshold runoff occurs over the fraction of area b, and
additional work also may determine if b changes seasonally or with different climate conditions. Such
changes may link b to c , and both b and the spatial variability of soil moisture may have a hysteretic
Figure 7. The average runoff for 10 equal partitions (gray bars) of the frac-
tion of area with threshold-excess runoff Ft, and 10 equal partitions (gray
bars) of fraction of area with prethreshold runoff, b ð12FtÞ, where the frac-
tion of area ð12FtÞð12bÞ produces zero prethreshold runoff. The continu-
ous proﬁle of threshold-excess runoff (black dashed line, equation (28))
and prethreshold runoff (gray line, equation (29)), as well as the percent
of runoff produced in a fraction of the watershed area (black line). Results
are for b50:45; c50:4; w5240 mm, and R561 mm, where Ft50:32 and
Q530:6 mm.
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dependence on c . In addition, we
hypothesize that the prethreshold runoff
may translate through the soil to the
stream variable source area (VSA) [Hewlett
and Hibbert, 1967], so it could represent
an ‘‘old’’ water component of runoff that
may be identiﬁed by an isotopic/solute
mass balance hygrograph separation
[e.g., McGlynn and McDonnell, 2003].
In this framework, the antecedent poten-
tial retention, S, is represented by the
product of the average antecedent soil
moisture deﬁcit and the storage capacity,
i.e., c w . The average w is considered a
constant while c varies between 0 and 1
over time due to ecohydrological con-
trols. The new model runoff curve of
equation (26) is governed by S and the
new prethreshold runoff index parameter, PI5bð12cÞ. The value of PI may correlate to climate, stream
order, or vegetation density. Based on such correlations, PI potentially could be referenced from tables
according to the site and climate conditions of an ungauged watershed. Because of the new parameter PI,
the optimal S for the new SCS-CNx method is different from the optimal value for the traditional SCS-CN
method. Consequently, values of S referenced from the existing CN tables are only valid for the traditional
SCS-CN method, and for the new SCS-CNx method, these values of S should be modiﬁed to account for PI.
For example, the values of the traditional and extended methods could be related to PI through a linear
relationship with two parameters a and b, i.e.,
Sx5StðaPI1bÞ; (30)
where based on PI, the antecedent potential retention of the SCS-CNx method, Sx , is found from the tradi-
tional SCS-CN method value, St , referenced from the existing CN tables. For the forested case study water-
sheds, a5 5.8 and b5 0.46 based on a satisfactory linear regression (see Figure 8).
The new SCS-CNx method includes a spatial description of runoff that was missing from the traditional SCS-
CN method. This description includes the source areas of runoff and the PDF characterizing the variability
of runoff. While a source area of runoff was considered by Steenhuis et al. [1995], we now consider runoff to
be a variable depth over two source areas for prethreshold runoff and threshold-excess runoff, respectively.
Therefore, in the newly presented theoretical framework, the runoff producing area is equal to the fraction
of the watershed with threshold-excess runoff, Ft, plus the fraction of the watershed with prethreshold run-
off, ð12FtÞb. Without the spatial description of runoff variability, spatially lumped event-based runoff is typi-
cally considered to be a uniform depth over the watershed area [Garen and Moore, 2005; Hawkins, 1982].
This new characterization of runoff variability should be particularly useful in improving models of erosion
and water quality that rely on event-based runoff predictions (e.g., the SCS-CN method). For example, a
point description of erosion may now be integrated over the runoff PDF of equation (25) to determine an
average value of watershed erosion for a storm event.
6.2. Improved Model Representation of Rainfall-Runoff Data
The parameters of the new SCS-CNx method and traditional SCS-CN methods are based on a nonlinear least
squares ﬁt to the case study data (see Figure 9 and Table 2). For the traditional SCS-CN method, the best ﬁt
results in zero initial abstraction (i.e., l5 0). Before ﬁtting each model, the data were sorted on a rank-order
basis, resulting in rainfall-runoff pairs that are frequency matched [Tedela et al., 2011; Hawkins, 1993] (see
Appendix D). Because the rainfall-runoff pairs are frequency matched, runoff typically is not paired with its
causative rainfall event, but this data processing reveals the approximate form of the observed rainfall-
runoff curve when the watershed antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit, c , is approximately equal to the temporal
average, i.e., c  hci (see Appendix D). Consequently, the rank-order data also represent the runoff
Figure 8. For the case study areas, the ratio of the antecedent potential val-
ues for the extended and traditional SCS-CN methods, i.e., Sx and St , respec-
tively, versus the prethreshold runoff index, PI. The linear regression (black
line) shows the relationship Sx=St55:8PI10:46.
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response for the temporal averages of the watershed antecedent potential retention, hSi, and prethreshold
runoff index, hPIi (see Table 2).
For the four forested watersheds (Figure 9), the new SCS-CNx method better represents the rainfall-runoff
data and is a signiﬁcant improvement over the traditional SCS-CN method as indicated by the root-mean-
square error (RMSE) (Table 2). This improvement is related to the new runoff description via thresholds,
which assumes some areas produce a prethreshold runoff that varies with the parameter PI5bð12cÞ.
Because of this parameter, the new SCS-CNx method captures runoff from small rainfall events that do not
activate large areas of threshold-excess runoff. Thus, in comparison to the traditional SCS-CN method, the
SCS-CNx method may predict larger runoff coefﬁcients for smaller rainfall values (Figure 9). The SCS-CNx
method may be a better alternative for site types that have been misrepresented by the traditional SCS-CN
method (e.g., the forested watersheds of Figure 9). Since the new SCS-CNx method defaults to the tradi-
tional SCS-CN method when b5 0, it also may represent agricultural watersheds where traditional the SCS-
CN method typically shows a high level of agreement with recorded data.
6.3. Physical Interpretation of the Runoff Response
In section 4.1, we consider the watershed as two areas, each with a different rainfall-runoff response based
on thresholds. Over the fraction of area b, a prethreshold runoff production occurs before inﬁltration
exceeds the storage capacity threshold (see equation (14)). Conversely, over the complementary fraction of
area 12b, runoff is zero before inﬁltration exceeds the storage capacity threshold (see equation (15)). These
two areas may be representative of two watershed areas deﬁned by different hydrologic connections to the
stream. A hydrologic connection to the stream indicates a continuity of subsurface ﬂow from the landscape
point to the nearest downslope stream. The fraction of area b may be representative of riparian and lower
hillslope that have a persistent connection to the stream that allows for rainfall to initiate prethreshold run-
off, which we assume is a lateral translation of water to the stream VSA [Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967]. The frac-
tion of area 12b may be representative of upslope areas where prethreshold runoff is zero because the
connection to the stream episodically occurs when inﬁltration ﬁlls and then spills over the storage capacity
Figure 9. Comparison of runoff coefﬁcients from rank-order data (gray dots), the new SCS-CNx method (solid line) of equation (26), and the traditional SCS-CN method (dashed line) of
equation (1) for the displayed hSi, which is based on a nonlinear least squares ﬁt of equation (1) to the data. In all cases, the best ﬁt occurs when the initial abstraction is zero for equa-
tion (1), i.e.,I50. See Table 2 for the SCS-CNx method parameters of hSi and hPIi. The rank-order data are reproduced from Tedela et al. [2011, 2008].
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threshold [e.g., Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006a]. Though the runoff responses of the two areas
differ in prethreshold runoff production, points in both areas have a storage capacity threshold.
The storage capacity threshold of equations (14) and (15) acts as a proxy for many different runoff mecha-
nisms, e.g., overland ﬂow by saturation or inﬁltration excess and subsurface stormﬂow, and thus implicit in
the threshold descriptions of equations (14) and (15) is the notion that runoff processes are phenomenolog-
ically the same as outlined in McDonnell [2013] and as recently implemented numerically by Ameli et al.
[2016]. During a rainfall event, overland ﬂow emerges over saturated areas on poorly permeable soils
[Antoine et al., 2009; Fiedler and Ramirez, 2000] or areas that become saturated from a rising permanent or
perched water table [Frei and Fleckenstein, 2014; Frei et al., 2010; Loague et al., 2010; Mirus and Loague,
2013]. Subsurface ﬂow is typically summarized as emerging from areas of transient saturation that develop
at soil-bedrock interface [Spence and Woo, 2003; Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006b]. For all of these
processes, the soil delays the development of an area of saturation and watershed points saturate and
detain water until a storage capacity threshold. After this storage capacity threshold is exceeded, the point
may be assumed to be part of a network of connected saturated areas that extend to the stream. This satu-
rated area may be interpreted as the region where rainfall initiates a cascade of threshold-excess runoff
that ﬁlls and spills as overland ﬂow (typically near the stream) or as subsurface ﬂow along the bedrock-soil
interface in upslope areas [McDonnell, 2003; McGlynn and McDonnell, 2003; Tromp-van Meerveld and McDon-
nell, 2006b].
7. Concluding Remarks
We have presented a general theoretical framework (ProStor) for both creating spatially lumped rainfall-
runoff response models of the same genus as the SCS-CN method and extending these models with a spa-
tial description of runoff variability. We used a new runoff concept (based on thresholds) within the frame-
work to create an extended SCS-CN method (SCS-CNx) that moves beyond the traditional SCS-CN method
limitations. Unlike the traditional SCS-CN method, the extended SCS-CNx method consists of equations for
the fractions of watershed area producing either prethreshold or threshold-excess runoff, the PDF describ-
ing the spatial variability of runoff, and the corresponding average runoff value (i.e., the runoff curve). This
new spatial description of runoff may allow for a more realistic extension of the SCS-CNx method to runoff
related processes such as erosion and nonpoint source pollution transport. Furthermore, the spatial distribu-
tion of runoff may be mapped to the watershed based on a similarity index such as the topographic index
[e.g., Lyon et al., 2004].
The extended SCS-CNx method defaults to the traditional SCS-CN method when the prethreshold runoff
behavior is negligible. In comparison to the traditional method, the extended method performs signiﬁcantly
better (with a lower RMSE) for four forested watersheds. The improvement is related to the new runoff
description via thresholds, which assumes some areas produce a prethreshold runoff that varies with the
new parameter called the prethreshold runoff index. This parameter allows the SCS-CNx method to capture
runoff from small rainfall events that do not activate large areas of threshold-excess runoff. Thus, this new
model may better represent geographic regions and site types that previously have been beyond the scope
of the traditional SCS-CN method. The prethreshold runoff index is the product of the average soil moisture
over the watershed and the fraction of area b with a persistent hydrologic connection to the stream. Wide-
spread implementation of the SCS-CNx method will require further inquiry into how b varies with topogra-
phy, soil type, vegetation, and other factors. In addition, both the extended and traditional models are now
linked to the spatial distribution of soil moisture. This link to soil moisture paves the way toward modeling
Table 2. The SCS-CNx Method: Parameters and Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) Comparison
Watershed Area (ha) hSi5hciw a (mm) hPIi5bhxia SCS-CNx RMSEb SCS-CN RMSEb
Coweeta 2, NC, USA 12.3 540 0.25 0.029 0.060
Coweeta 36, NC, USA 46.6 314 0.49 0.049 0.081
Fernow 4, WV, USA 38.7 206 0.59 0.036 0.15
Toccoa, GA, USA 45842 298 0.18 0.029 0.067
aParameter based on a nonlinear least squares ﬁt of equation (26) to the rank-order rainfall-runoff data (see Appendix D).
bRoot-mean-square error (RMSE) based on the runoff coefﬁcients.
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the effect of ecohydrological processes on event-based rainfall-runoff predictions. Incorporating ecohydro-
logical processes into event-based models may result in more accurate spatial descriptions of runoff and
the average runoff curve value.
The ProStor framework may also be applied with different rainfall-runoff responses at a point and differ-
ent spatial PDFs for the watershed variables. Widely used semidistributed models such as TOPMODEL,
Variable Inﬁltration Capacity (VIC), and the Probability Distributed Model (PDM) use different distribu-
tions of variables to describe the watershed area. In lieu of the storage capacity distribution used in this
work, we could use the Pareto (or Xinanjiang) distribution of VIC and PDM [Moore, 2007; Liang et al.,
1994] or the gamma distribution of TOPMODEL [Sivapalan et al., 1987]. Thus, the ProStor framework
could provide a means for unifying different hydrologic models as alternative versions of spatially
lumped event-based models analogous to the traditional SCS-CN method and the new SCS-CNx
method.
Appendix A: Sensitivity of Average Runoff to Average Rainfall
For the runoff curve of equation (26) where Q5Ft Qt1ð12FtÞQp, the change in the average runoff with
respect to the average rainfall is
dQ
dR
5Ft
dQt
dR
1Qt
dFt
dR
1ð12FtÞ d
Qp
dR
2Qp
dFt
dR
: (A1)
As described by the ﬁrst and third terms of the RHS of equation (A1), the average runoff increases because
both threshold-excess runoff, Qt , and prethreshold runoff, Qp, increase with respect to rainfall. According to
the RHS of equation (A1), the average runoff also changes because the fraction of threshold-excess area
increases with rainfall (second term) while the fraction of prethreshold area decreases with rainfall (fourth
term).
For the SCS-CN method of equation (27) where Q5FtR , equation (A1) becomes
dQ
dR
5Ft1R
dFt
dR
: (A2)
The two terms of the RHS of equation (A2), respectively represent the fraction of area with threshold-excess
runoff, Ft, and the increase in this fraction because of rainfall, i.e., RdFt=dR. Thus, the average runoff, Q,
increases from rainfall over the area, Ft, and rainfall over the area that develops threshold-excess runoff
because of rainfall, R dFt=dR. Because the fraction Ft changes with rainfall according to R dFt=dR , threshold-
excess runoff, Q, is the average of a variable runoff depth over the fraction of area Ft.
The work of Steenhuis et al. [1995] deﬁned the fraction of contributing area as dQ=dR5Ft . Thus, the con-
tributing area, Ft, was considered to be a static and not variable with the average rainfall during the storm
according to the term R dFt=dR. Consequently, the Steenhuis et al. [1995] model of a static contributing
area also implies that the runoff depth is uniform. For the same runoff quantity, a uniform runoff depth
[e.g., Steenhuis et al., 1995] necessitates that the contributing area be larger than when the runoff depth
is variable (Figure 7). The runoff depth likely will be variable because of randomness in rainfall and water-
shed heterogeneities. Therefore, Steenhuis et al. [1995] likely overpredicts the extent of contributing area,
which is smaller for the variable runoff depth description of our model framework (equation (24) and
Figure 4a).
Appendix B: Prethreshold and Threshold-Excess Runoff PDFs and Averages
For the rainfall PDF of equation (22) and the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit and storage capacity PDF of
equation (23), the speciﬁc form of the prethreshold runoff PDF of equation (19) is
pQpðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
1
12Ft
b
x
pR
Q
x
 ðwmax
0
ð1
Q
w
ð12bx Þ
x
dðc2cÞ 1
w
e2w=wdcdw
 !
; (B1)
and integrating over the antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit retrieves the expression
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pQpðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
1
12Ft
b
x
pR
Q
x
 ðwmax
0
H c2
Q
w
ð12bxÞ
x
 
1
w
e2w=wdw
 
: (B2)
The argument of the step function, HðÞ, sets the lower bound for integration over the storage capacity, w,
i.e.,
pQpðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
1
12Ft
b
x
pR
Q
x
 ðwmax
Q
c
ð12bx Þ
x
1
w
e2w=wdw
 !
; (B3)
and integrating over w results in the prethreshold runoff PDF
pQpðQÞ5ð12bÞdðQÞ1
b
12Ft
e2Q
1
ð12Ft Þð12c ÞR
Rð12cÞ
 !
; (B4)
where 0  Q < 1 and 1=ð12FtÞ is the normalization constant for the PDF, the delta function of the ﬁrst term
indicates an atom of ﬁnite probability for zero runoff, PQpðQ50Þ, for the fraction of area, 12b, and the second
term represents the distribution of prethreshold runoff over the fraction of area, b. For the limiting case of
b5 0, pQpðQÞ5dðQÞ, which indicates that there is a discrete probability of zero runoff over the fraction of area,
12Ft .
For the PDF of equation (22) and antecedent soil moisture deﬁcit and storage capacity PDF of equation (23),
the speciﬁc form of the threshold-excess runoff PDF of equation (20) is ﬁrst integrated over c, and by the
sifting property of the delta function, the average c is substituted for c. Subsequently integrating over w
then results in the threshold-excess runoff PDF
pQt ðQÞ5ð12bÞ
1
R
e2
Q
R1
b
Ft
e2
Q
R ð12ð12cÞbÞ 12e
2Q
c2 w1Rð12ð12c ÞbÞ
c w ð12c ÞR
c2 w1Rð12ð12cÞbÞ ; (B5)
where 0  Q < 1 and 1=Ft is the normalization constant for the PDF. For the limiting case of b5 0, the
threshold-excess runoff PDF becomes pQt ðQÞ5ð1=FtÞe2
Q
R=ðc w1RÞ.
Over the fraction of area 12Ft , the average (unit area) prethreshold runoff from the PDF of equation (B4) is
Qp5ð12FtÞRð12cÞb; (B6)
while over the fraction of area Ft, the average (unit area) threshold-excess runoff from the PDF of equation
(B5) is
Qt5ð12FtÞð11ð12cÞbÞR1FtR; (B7)
and multiplying the averages Qt and Qp by the fractions Ft and 12Ft , respectively, normalizes the values to
a unit watershed area and recovers Q5Ft Qt1ð12FtÞQp.
Appendix C: Cumulative Distribution and Quantile Functions
The cumulative probability distribution (CDF) for the entire watershed area is the weighted sum of the CDFs
for prethreshold runoff, PQpðQpÞ, and threshold-excess runoff, PQt ðQtÞ, i.e.,
PQðQÞ5ð12FtÞPQpðQÞ1Ft PQt ðQÞ: (C1)
For the prethreshold runoff PDF of equation (B4), the CDF is
PQpðQÞ512b1b 12e2Q
1
ð12Ft Þð12c ÞR
 
: (C2)
Based on equation (B5) PDF, the threshold-excess runoff CDF is
PQt ðQÞ512e2
Q
R1be2
Q
Rc wð12cÞ e
2Q
c2 w1Rð12ð12c ÞbÞ
c w ð12c ÞR 21
c2 w1Rð12ð12cÞbÞ : (C3)
The quantile function, which is the inverse CDF, provides the maximum runoff value found within a fraction
of the watershed area. For prethreshold runoff, the quantile function of equation (C2) CDF is
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P21Qp ðFÞ5
0 for 0  F < 12b
ð12FtÞð12cÞ Rln b12F
 
12b  F < 1;
8>><
>>:
(C4)
where F represents the fraction the area with prethreshold runoff, and prethreshold runoff is zero for the
fraction of area 12b. For threshold-excess runoff, the CDF of equation (C3) may not be inverted, except for
the case when b5 0, for which the quantile function is
P21Qt ;b50ðFÞ5Rln
1
12F
 
; (C5)
where F represents a fraction of the area with threshold-excess runoff.
Appendix D: Rank-Order Data Approximation of the Runoff Curve
Rank-order rainfall and runoff pairs are found from the original data by listing the rainfall and runoff values
in descending order and pairing the ordered values. The rank-order data then reveal a transformation
between the rainfall and runoff depth distributions pRðRÞ and pQðQÞ. We will now show that this transfor-
mation described by the rank-order data is approximately the runoff curve, e.g., equation (26), when c is set
equal to the temporal average, i.e., c5hci.
For a series of storm events, the runoff distribution pQðQÞ, may be found by transforming the rainfall distri-
bution, pRðRÞ, i.e., [Bartlett et al., 2015]
pQðQÞ5
ð1
0
pQ jRðQjRÞpRðRÞdR; (D1)
where the conditional distribution pQjRðQjRÞ represents a probabilistic transformation of rainfall, R, to run-
off, Q. The transformation pQjRðQjRÞ is based on the runoff curve response, QðR;cÞ, and the distribution of
pc ðcÞ, i.e.,
pQ jRðQjRÞ5
ð1
0
d QðR;cÞ2Qð Þpc ðcÞdc5Ec ½pQjR c ðQjR;cÞ; (D2)
where the Dirac delta function, dðÞ, represents a point mass of probability, i.e., runoff always assumes
the value of QðR;cÞ, and this discrete probability is weighted by the multiple wetness states described by
the distribution pc ðcÞ. The point mass d QðR;cÞ2Qð Þ represents the conditional PDF pQjR c ðQjR;cÞ, and
equation (D2) may be equivalently viewed as the expected value, Ec ½, of this conditional distribution,
pQjRc ðQjR;cÞ.
We may approximate the transformation of equation (D2) by noting that for the range over which c varies,
the runoff curve QðR;cÞ is approximately linear with c , and therefore
Ec ½pQ jR c ðQjR;cÞ  pQjR c ðQjR; E½cÞ; (D3)
where the expected value E½c is the temporal average hci. Consequently, the probabilistic transformation
of rainfall to runoff becomes
pQjR ðQjRÞ  d QðR; hciÞ2Qð Þ; (D4)
and when this expression is inserted back into equation (D1), equation (D1) then represents an alternative
form of a distribution transformation by the change of variables technique [e.g., Bendat and Piersol, 2011;
Gillespie, 1983; Au and Tam, 1999] where the delta function is evaluated using the property of Appendix E.
Following equations (D1) and (D4), the runoff distribution is approximately the rainfall distribution trans-
formed by the runoff curve for the case of c5hci. As a result, the rank-order data thus approximately show
the runoff curve QðR; hciÞ.
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Appendix E: Dirac Delta Function Property
When integrating equation (8), the Dirac delta function of equation (7) often cannot be evaluated explicitly
using the sifting property but may be evaluated (in this case for the variable of integration R) with the
property
d½gðRÞ5
X
n
1
jg 0ðRnÞjdðR2RnÞ; (E1)
where g(R) is the function nested within the delta function, i.e., gðRÞ5QðR; c;wÞ2Q; the summation is for all
the roots Rn where gðRnÞ50; and g 0ðÞ is the derivative of the function with respect to R [e.g., Au and Tam,
1999].
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